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MINIMAL INJECTIVE RESOLUTIONS AND AUSLANDER-GORENSTEIN
PROPERTY FOR PATH ALGEBRAS
J. ASADOLLAHI, R. HAFEZI AND M. H. KESHAVARZ
Abstract. Let R be a ring and Q be a finite and acyclic quiver. We present an explicit
formula for the injective envelopes and projective precovers in the category Rep(Q, R) of rep-
resentations of Q by left R-modules. We also extend our formula to all terms of the minimal
injective resolution of RQ. Using such descriptions, we study the Auslander-Gorenstein prop-
erty of path algebras. In particular, we prove that the path algebra RQ is k-Gorenstein if and
only if Q =
−→
An and R is a k-Gorenstein ring, where n is the number of vertices of Q.
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1. Introduction
The theory of representations of quivers was initiated with the purpose of classifying finite
dimensional algebras of finite representation type. Gabriel in [17] and [18] gave an explicit con-
struction of indecomposable modules over a finite dimensional algebra, and in his work, he found
the connection between the Dynkin diagrams of semisimple Lie algebras and the representation
theory of algebras. After this connection was found, many authors have started the study of
this theory of representation of quivers.
The classical representation theory of quivers considers finite quivers and assume that the
base ring is algebraically closed field and that all vector spaces involve are finite dimensional (cf.
[21]). In the recent years there has been a growing interest in the study of representations of
quivers over general rings (not just fields) and this paper contains some results in this direction.
In fact, it should be considered as a continuation of the projects initiated in [11] and continued
in [13, 8, 9, 2], to develop new techniques to study these more general representations.
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In the first part of this paper, we recall the left and right adjoints of evaluation functors and
their descriptions. We then apply them to describe injective envelopes and projective precovers
of representations of finite acyclic quivers. Moreover, we describe explicitly, the terms of the
minimal injective resolution of path algebra RQ, whenever Q is a finite and acyclic quiver. Based
on these descriptions, among other results, we study Auslander-Gorenstein property of path
algebras. To see some results on Auslander-Gorenstein property of algebras see e.g. [16, 5, 6].
Let us be more precise. Let M be a representation of Q by left R-modules. In Theorem 3.1,
we provide an explicit formula for E(M), the injective envelope of M and P(M), a projective
precover of M . In Theorem 3.5 we extend our formula to all terms of the minimal injective
resolution of RQ.
Generalized Nakayama Conjecture, GNC for short, says that each indecomposable injective
module is a summand of some terms in a minimal injective resolution of an artin algebra. As
a corollary, we show that if GNC is true for R, then GNC is true for RQ, where Q is a finite
and acyclic quiver, see Corollary 3.9 below.
Auslander introduced the notion of k-Gorenstein algebras, see e.g. [16]. Let R be a two-sided
Noetherian ring. R is called k-Gorenstein if fd(Ii) ≤ i for every 0 ≤ i ≤ k− 1, where Ii denotes
the ith term of the minimal injective resolution of R considered as a left R-module. Note that
the notion of a k-Gorenstein ring is left-right symmetric. In Section 4, we apply our formulas to
show that if Q is a finite, connected and acyclic quiver with n vertices, then the path algebra
RQ is a k-Gorenstein ring if and only if Q =
−→
An and R is a k-Gorenstein ring, see Theorem 4.3.
Also as an interesting example, show that when we consider the category of representations of a
quiver over a ring, not necessarily a field, we in fact are studying the category of representations
of a quiver with relations over a field, see Example 4.5.
We also turn our attention to the tensor product of path algebras and show that if A = KQ
and B = KQ′ are path algebras with respect to finite, connected and acyclic quivers Q and Q′,
where K is a field, then A⊗K B is k-Gorenstein if and only if Q and Q′ are linear quivers.
All rings considered in this paper are associative with identity. The letter R will usually
denote such ring. All modules are left unitary R-modules. R-Mod will denote the category of
left R-modules.
2. Preliminaries
In this section, for the convenience of the reader, we present definitions and results that will
be used throughout the paper.
2.1. Quivers and their representations. A quiverQ is a directed graph. It will be denoted
by a quadruple Q = (V,E, s, t), where V and E are respectively the sets of vertices and arrows
of Q and s, t : E → V are two maps which associate to every arrow α ∈ E its source s(α) and
its target t(α), respectively. We usually denote the quiver Q = (V,E, s, t) briefly by Q = (V,E)
or even simply by Q. A vertex v ∈ V is called a sink if there is no arrow α with s(α) = v. v is
called a source if there is no arrow α with t(α) = v. A quiver Q is said to be finite if both V
and E are finite sets. Throughout the paper we assume that Q is a finite quiver.
A path of length l > 1 with source a and target b (from a to b) is a sequence of arrows
αl · · ·α2α1, where αi ∈ E, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ l, and we have s(α1) = a, s(αi) = t(αi−1) and
t(αl) = b. If p = αl · · ·α2α1 is a path of Q we extend the notation and let s(p) = s(α1) and
t(p) = t(αl). A path of length l > 1 is called a cycle if its source and target coincide. Q is called
acyclic if it contains no cycles.
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As Enochs et al. in [13], we can exploit induction to build a partition for V, the set of vertices
of acyclic quiver Q. Put V0 = {v ∈ V : ∄ α ∈ E such that s(α) = v}. Suppose n ≥ 0 and we have
defined Vi for all i ≤ n. Let Vn+1 = {v ∈ V \
⋃n
i=0 Vi : ∄ α ∈ En such that s(α) = v}, where En =
E\{α : t(α) ∈
⋃n
i=0 Vi}. Dually one can define V
′
0 = {v ∈ V : ∄ α ∈ E such that t(α) = v}. And,
if V ′i is defined for every i ≤ n, then put V
′
n+1 = {v ∈ V \
⋃n
i=0 Vi : ∄ α ∈ E
′
n such that t(α) = v},
where E ′n = E \ {α : s(α) ∈
⋃n
i=0 V
′
i }.
For a fixed vertex v ∈ V , the set of all w ∈ V with an arrow v −→ w will be denoted by Vs(v).
Also, the set of all w ∈ V with an arrow w −→ v will be denoted by Vt(v). Similarly, Es(v), resp.
Et(v), denotes the set of all arrows with initial, resp. terminal, vertex v.
A quiver Q can be considered as a category whose objects are the vertices of Q and morphisms
are all paths in Q. Assume that R is a ring. A representationX of Q by R-modules is a covariant
functor X : Q −→ R-Mod. Such a representation is determined by giving a module Xv to each
vertex v of Q and a homomorphism Xα : Xv −→ Xw to each arrow α : v −→ w of Q. And
so, if p = αl · · ·α2α1 is a path of Q, then Xp = Xαl · · ·Xα2Xα1 . A morphism between two
representations X and Y is a natural transformation. Thus the representations of a quiver Q
by modules over a ring R form a category, denoted by Rep(Q, R) or (Q, R-Mod). This is a
Grothendieck category with enough projectives and injectives. It is known that the category
(Q, R-Mod) is equivalent to the category of modules over the path ring RQ.
2.2. Left and right path spaces. By the (left) path space of Q, we mean the quiver P (Q)
whose vertices are the paths p of Q and whose arrows are the pairs (p, αp) : p −→ αp, where p
is a path of Q and α is an arrow of Q such that αp is defined. It is clear then that P (Q) is a
forest. If v is a vertex of Q we let P (Q)v denote the subtree of P (Q) containing all paths of Q
with initial vertex v. If p and q are paths of Q such that qp is defined, we extend the notation
and let (p, qp) : p −→ qp denote a path of P (Q). If v is a vertex of Q we let P (Q)v denote the
subquiver of P (Q) containing all paths of RQ with initial vertex v. For simplicity, the set of
vertices of P (Q)v will be denoted by Yv. Note that there is also an obvious definition of a right
path space of Q.
2.3. Evaluation functor and its adjoints. Associated to v, there exists a functor ev :
Rep(Q, R)→ R-Mod, called the evaluation functor, which assigns to every representation X of
Q its module at vertex v, denoted Xv. It is proved in [11, 10] that ev possesses a right and also
a left adjoint evρ and e
v
λ, respectively. In fact, e
v
ρ : R-Mod → Rep(Q, R) is defined as follows:
let M be an arbitrary module in R-Mod. Then evρ(M)w =
⊕
Q(w,v)M , where Q(w, v) denotes
the set of paths starting in w and terminating in v. The maps are natural projections. The left
adjoint of ev is defined similarly: for any R-module M , one defines evλ(M)w =
⊕
Q(v,w)M . The
maps are natural injections.
Remark 2.4. Based on the properties of these adjoints, one may deduce that for any projective
module P ∈ Prj(R), the representation evλ(P ) is a projective representation of Q, that is, belongs
to Prj(Rep(Q,R)). In fact, the set
{evλ(P ) : P ∈ Prj(R) and v ∈ V },
is a set of projective generators for the category Rep(Q,R). On the other hand, for any injective
module E ∈ Inj(R), the representation evρ(E) is an injective representation of Q, that is, belongs
to Inj(Rep(Q,R)). In fact, the set
{evρ(E) : E ∈ Inj(R) and v ∈ V },
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is a set of injective cogenerators for the category Rep(Q,R). This, in particular, implies that
every representationM of Q can be embedded in a direct sum of elements of this set. The proof
of these facts can be found in [8] and [9].
3. Minimal Injective Resolutions of Path Algebras
In the classical representation theory of algebras over a field, to compute injective envelope
and projective cover, one can use Lemma 3.2.2 in [3]. Enochs et al. in [12, Proposition 3.1]
described the injective envelopes of representations of the line quivers
−→
An for n ≥ 1 over an
arbitrary ring. In this section, we plan to give an explicit formula for the terms of the minimal
injective resolutions of path algebras. Unless otherwise specified, all quivers are finite, connected
and acyclic.
Our first theorem, describes injective envelopes and projective precovers in the category
Rep(Q, R) of representations of Q by left R-modules. This result also can be proved by modify-
ing the argument used in the proof of Proposition 3.1 of [12], where they obtained descriptions
for the injective envelopes and projective precovers of representations, while Q =
−→
An is the line
quiver. We here present a new proof that is in line with the proof of the main theorem of this
section. Throughout we use bold capital E to show the injective envelope.
Theorem 3.1. Let Q be an acyclic quiver and let M be a representation of Q by left R-modules.
For every v ∈ V , set Kv := Ker(Mv −→
⊕
s(α)=vMt(α)) and Cv := Coker(
⊕
t(α)=vMs(α) −→
Mv). Then E(M) =
⊕
v∈V e
v
ρ(Ev), where Ev = E(Kv). Also
⊕
v∈V e
v
λ(Pv) is a projective
precover of M , where Pv is a projective precover of Cv.
Proof. We only prove the first part, the proof of the second part is similar, or rather dual. To
this end, we first prove that there is a monomorphism ψ :M →
⊕
v∈V e
v
ρ(Ev). Let w be a vertex
and the map ϕw : Mw → Ew be the extension of embedding Kw →֒ Ew. If for every p ∈ Yw ,
we consider the composition map ϕt(p)Mp :Mw →Mt(p) → Et(p), then we get the induced map
ψw = (ϕt(p)Mp)p∈Yw : Mw → (
⊕
v∈V e
v
ρ(Ev))w =
⊕
v∈V
⊕
Q(w,v)Ev =
⊕
p∈Yw
Et(p). Now, we
can show that the map ψ = (ψw)w∈V : M →
⊕
v∈V e
v
ρ(Ev) is a morphism Let α : w1 → w2 be
an arrow in Q and x ∈ Mw1 . Clearly, ψw2Mα(x) = (ϕt(q)Mqα(x))q∈Yw2 . On the other hand,
(
⊕
v∈V e
v
ρ(Ev))αψw1(x) = (
⊕
v∈V e
v
ρ(Ev))α(ϕt(p)Mp(x))p∈Yw1 = (yq)q∈Yw2 , where
yq =


ϕt(p)Mp(x) p = qα,
0 otherwise.
Thus we have the following commutative diagram for every α : w1 −→ w2 in Q and therefore
the map ψ = (ψw)w∈V :M −→
⊕
v∈V e
v
ρ(Ev) is a morphism.
x
Mα //
ψw1

Mα(x)
ψw2

(ϕt(p)Mp(x))p∈Yw1
⊕
v∈V
(evρ(Ev))α// (ϕt(q)Mqα(x))q∈Yw2
Now, we show that ψ is in fact a monomorphism. Let x ∈ Ker(ψw). Thus ϕt(p)(Mp(x)) = 0,
for every p ∈ Yw. Assume that {V0,V1, ...,Vm} is a partition of vertices of the subquiver
P (Q)w, that is defined in 2.2. We show that Mp(x) = 0 for every p ∈ Yw, where w ∈ V . If
p ∈ V0, then the vertex t(p) is a sink and so Kt(p) = Mt(p). Therefore Mp(x) ∈ Kt(p) and then
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Mp(x) = ϕt(p)(Mp(x)) = 0. Now assume that p ∈ V1. Then for every arrow α with initial vertex
t(p), αp ∈ V0. ThusMαMp(x) = 0 and soMp(x) ∈ Kt(p). ThereforeMp(x) = ϕt(p)(Mp(x)) = 0.
By applying this argument, after finite steps, we deduce that Mα(x) = 0 for every arrow α with
initial vertex w. Therefore x ∈ Kw and then x = ϕw(x) = 0.
Since there is a monomorphism from M to
⊕
v∈V e
v
ρ(Ev), the proof of this part will be
completed, if we show that
⊕
v∈V e
v
ρ(Ev) is an injective envelope of K =
⊕
v∈V s
v(Kv), where
sv(Kv)w =


Kv if w = v,
0 if w 6= v.
To this end, it is enough to show that E(sv(Kv)) = e
v
ρ(Ev). Note that there is a monomor-
phism sv(Kv) −→ e
v
ρ(Ev). To prove that we have an essential embedding, we need to show that
sv(Kv)
⋂
L 6= 0, for every nonzero subrepresentation L of evρ(Ev). We first show that Lv 6= 0.
For this, suppose to the contrary that Lv = 0. Let w be a vertex of Q such that w 6= v and
Lw 6= 0. Also, assume that x = (xp)p∈Q(w,v) is a nonzero element of Lw. Then, there is a path
p ∈ Q(w, v) such that xp 6= 0. This means that the following diagram
Lw
Lp
//

Lv = 0
⊕
Q(w,v)Ev
(evρ(Ev))p // Ev
is not commutative, which is a contradiction because L is a subrepresentation of evρ(Ev). There-
fore, Lv 6= 0. Hence, since Kv is essential in Ev, we have that Lv
⋂
Kv 6= 0. So 0 6=
sv(Lv
⋂
Kv) ⊆ sv(Kv)
⋂
L (Note that since Lt(α) = 0, for every arrow α with initial vertex
v, sv(Lv
⋂
Kv) is a subrepresentation of L). 
As an immediate corollary, we have the following result.
Corollary 3.2. Let Q be a finite acyclic quiver. Every injective representation of Q by left
R-modules can be decompose into a coproduct of representations of the form evρ(E), where v ∈ V
and E ∈ Inj(R).
Proof. Any injective representation is its own injective envelope. Hence, by the above theorem
every injective envelope has this form. 
We also need the following elementary lemma. Note that for an arrow α with initial vertex
w, αQ(v, w) = {αp|p ∈ Q(v, w)}.
Lemma 3.3. Let Q be a finite, connected and acyclic quiver. Also, assume that V0 is the
subset of V consisting of all sinks. For every v ∈ V and w ∈ V \ V0 choose an arrow αv,w
with initial vertex w. Then Coker((evλ(R))w −→
⊕
s(α)=w(e
v
λ(R))t(α)) =
⊕
Q′′(v,w)R, where
Q′′(v, w) = Q′(v, w) \ αv,wQ(v, w) and Q
′(v, w) =
⋃
s(α)=wQ(v, t(α)).
Proof. As before, let Es(w) denote the set of all arrows with initial vertex w. For every α ∈
Es(w), we denote an element of
⊕
Q(v,t(α)) R by the pair (z
′′′
α , zα), where zα ∈
⊕
αQ(v,w)R,
z′′′α ∈
⊕
Q′′′(v,t(α))R and Q
′′′(v, t(α)) = Q(v, t(α)) \ αQ(v, w). Assume that the maps f :⊕
Q(v,w)R→
⊕
Q′(v,w)R and g :
⊕
Q′(v,w)R→
⊕
Q′′(v,w)R are defined by f : (rp)p∈Q(v,w) 7−→
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(0, (rp)αp∈αQ(v,w))s(α)=w and g : (z
′′′
α , zα)s(α)=w 7−→ (z
′′′
α , zα − zαv,w )s(α)=w. Now, the proof can
be completed in view of the following short exact sequence
0 −→
⊕
Q(v,w)
R
f
−→
⊕
Q′(v,w)
R
g
−→
⊕
Q′′(v,w)
R −→ 0.

Proposition 3.4. Let Q be a finite, connected and acyclic quiver. If 0 −→ R −→ I0 −→ I1 −→
I2 −→ · · · is the minimal injective resolution of R, then, for every v ∈ V, 0 −→ evλ(R) −→
Jv,o −→ Jv,1 −→ Jv,2 −→ · · · is the minimal injective resolution of evλ(R), where for every
i ≥ 0, Jv,i = (
⊕
x∈V0
exρ(
⊕
Q(v,x) I
i))
⊕
(
⊕
y∈V \V0
eyρ(
⊕
Q′′(v,y) I
i−1)) and I−1 = 0.
Proof. Let α : w −→ w′ be an arrow in Q. Set P v := evλ(R). The natural morphism P
v
α :
P vw =
⊕
Q(v,w)R −→ P
v
w′ =
⊕
Q(v,w′)R is a momomorphism. Hence, for every vertex w ∈
V \ V0, the morphism P vw −→
⊕
s(α)=w P
v
t(α) has zero kernel. Therefore, by Theorem 3.1,
Jv,0 = E(P v) =
⊕
x∈V e
x
ρ(E
v
x) =
⊕
x∈V0
exρ(E
v
x) =
⊕
x∈V0
exρ(
⊕
Q(v,x) I
0). Note that for every
x ∈ V0, Evx = E(P
v
x ) = E(
⊕
Q(v,x)R) =
⊕
Q(v,x) I
0.
Now assume that Kv,1 is the cokernel of the natural morphism P v −→ Jv,0. Let us first
compute the kernel of the natural morphism hv,1w : K
v,1
w −→
⊕
s(α)=wK
v,1
t(α) for every w ∈ V \V0.
To this end, consider the following commutative diagram with exact rows:
0 // P vw //
hv,0w

Jv,0w //
gv,0w

Kv,1w
hv,1w

// 0
0 //
⊕
s(α)=w P
v
t(α)
//⊕
s(α)=w J
v,0
t(α)
//⊕
s(α)=wK
v,1
t(α)
// 0.
We know that for every path p from w to a sink x, there is an arrow αp as a part of p with initial
vertex w; i.e., p = p′αp for some path p
′ from t(αp) to x. Thus if z = (zp)p∈(
⋃
x∈V0
Q(w,x)) is an
element of Ker(gv,0w ), then J
v,0
αp
(z) = 0, for every p ∈
⋃
x∈V0
Q(w, x) and so zp = (Jv,0αp (z))p′ = 0.
Therefore, gv,0w has zero kernel. Also, by [9, Proposition 2.1] this map has zero cokernel. Hence,
by the Snake lemma and Lemma 3.3, we have that Ker(hv,1w )
∼= Coker(hv,0w ) ∼=
⊕
Q′′(v,w)R.
Thus, Jv,1 = E(Kv,1) = (
⊕
x∈V0
exρ(
⊕
Q(v,x) I
1))
⊕
(
⊕
y∈V \V0
eyρ(
⊕
Q′′(v,y) I
0)).
Assume that Jv,i = (
⊕
x∈V0
exρ(
⊕
Q(v,x) I
i))
⊕
(
⊕
y∈V \V0
eyρ(
⊕
Q′′(v,y) I
i−1)), Kv,i+1 is the
cokernel of the embedding Kv,i → Jv,i and Ker(hv,i : Kv,iw →
⊕
s(α)=wK
v,i
t(α)) =
⊕
Q′′(v,w)K
i−1
for every w ∈ V \ V0, where i ≥ 1 and Ki−1 = Ker(Ii−1 → Ii). Consider the following
commutative diagram with the exact rows:
0 // Kv,iw
ψv,iw //
hv,iw

Jv,iw //
gv,iw

Kv,i+1w
hv,i+1w

// 0
0 //
⊕
s(α)=wK
v,i
t(α)
//⊕
s(α)=w J
v,i
t(α)
//⊕
s(α)=wK
v,i+1
t(α)
// 0.
The map hv,iw is onto. Thus, by the Snake lemma, we have the following short exact sequence
0 −→ Ker(hv,iw )
ψ
v,i
w−→ Ker(gv,iw ) −→ Ker(h
v,i+1
w ) −→ 0.
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One can easily see that Ker(gv,iw ) =
⊕
Q′′(v,w) I
i−1. On the other hand, by the proof of
the first part of Theorem 3.1, ψv,iw (x) = x, for every x ∈ Ker(hv,iw ) =
⊕
Q′′(v,w)K
i. There-
fore, Ker(hv,i+1w )
∼= Ker(gv,iw )/Ker(h
v,i
w )
∼=
⊕
Q′′(v,w)K
i, where Ki = Coker(di−1). Hence,
E(Ker(hv,i+1w )) =
⊕
Q′′(v,w) I
i and
Jv,i+1 = E(Kv,i+1) = (
⊕
x∈V0
exρ(
⊕
Q(v,x)
Ii+1))
⊕
(
⊕
y∈V \V0
eyρ(
⊕
Q′′(v,y)
Ii)).
The proof can be now completed by induction. 
Theorem 3.5. Let A = RQ be the path algebra of a finite and acyclic quiver Q. If 0 −→ R −→
I0 −→ I1 −→ I2 −→ · · · is the minimal injective resolution of R, then the minimal injective
resolution of A becomes 0 −→ A −→
⊕
v∈V J
v,o −→
⊕
v∈V J
v,1 →
⊕
v∈V J
v,2 → · · · , where
Jv,i = (
⊕
x∈V0
exρ(
⊕
Q(v,x) I
i))
⊕
(
⊕
y∈V \V0
eyρ(
⊕
Q′′(v,y) I
i−1)), for every i ≥ 0 and I−1 = 0.
Proof. We know that A =
⊕
v∈V e
v
λ(R). Thus the minimal injective resolution of A is the
coproduct of the minimal injective resolutions of evλ(R). 
Example 3.6. Let 0 −→ R −→ I0 −→ I1 −→ I2 −→ · · · be a minimal injective resolution of R
as a left R-module andQ be the line quiver
−→
An with n ≥ 1. In view of Proposition 3.4, we see that
for every 1 < i ≤ n, 0 −→ eiλ(R) −→ e
n
ρ (I
0) −→ enρ (I
1)
⊕
ei−1ρ (I
0) −→ enρ (I
2)
⊕
ei−1ρ (I
1) −→
· · · is a minimal injective resolution of eiλ(R). Also 0 −→ e
1
λ(R) −→ e
n
ρ (I
0) −→ enρ (I
1) −→
enρ (I
2) −→ · · · is a minimal injective resolution of e1λ(R). This, in particular, gives a minimal
injective resolution for the lower triangular matrix ring of degree n over R.
Remark 3.7. Let M be a representation of a quiver Q. We know that there exists an exact
sequence
0 −→
⊕
α∈E
e
t(α)
λ (Ms(α)) −→
⊕
v∈V
evλ(Mv) −→M −→ 0
in Rep(Q,R), see [25, Corollary 28.3] and [7, The Standard Resolution]. On the other hand, one
can easily rewrite Lemma 3.3 and Proposition 3.4 for every R-module, instead of R itself. Hence
by [26, Corollary 1.3], we can compute injective resolution for M .
Motivated by the theory of commutative Noetherian Gorenstein rings, Auslander introduced
the notion of k-Gorenstein algebras, see [16]. Let k be a positive integer, R be a two-sided
Noetherian ring and 0 −→ R −→ I0 −→ I1 −→ I2 −→ · · · be a minimal injective resolution
of R viewed as a left R-module. Then R is said to be left k-Gorenstein if fd(Ii) ≤ i for every
0 ≤ i ≤ k−1. Note that the notion of a k-Gorenstein ring is left-right symmetric [16, Auslander’s
Theorem 3.7]; i.e, R is left k-Gorenstein if and only if R is right k-Gorenstein. Thus we just say
that R is k-Gorenstein if it is either left or right k-Gorenstein. If R is k-Gorenstein for all k,
then it is called an Auslander ring or sometimes an Auslander-Gorenstein ring. Furthermore R
is said to be left, resp. right, quasi k-Gorenstein if fd(Ii) ≤ i + 1 for every 0 ≤ i ≤ k − 1, see
[19]. Note that the notion of quasi k-Gorenstein ring is not left-right symmetric, see [6]. If R is
left and right quasi k-Gorenstein, we say that R is quasi k-Gorenstein.
Corollary 3.8. Let Q be a finite and acyclic quiver. If R is k-Gorenstein, then RQ is quasi
k-Gorenstein.
Proof. Without loss of generality we can assume that Q is a connected quiver. Let 0 −→ R −→
I0 −→ I1 −→ I2 −→ · · · be a minimal injective resolution of R such that fd(Ii) ≤ i for every
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0 ≤ i ≤ k − 1. The Standard Resolution in 3.7 easily implies that if I ∈ R-Mod is of flat
dimension at most n, then evρ(I), as an object in Rep(Q, R), has flat dimension at most n + 1.
This result follows from the fact that the first two left terms of this sequence has flat dimension
at most n. Now it follows easily from Theorem 3.5 that fd(
⊕
v∈V J
v,i) ≤ i + 1 for every v ∈ V
and for all 0 ≤ i ≤ k − 1. 
In [28] Nakayama proposed a conjecture, which by results of Muller [27] is equivalent to the
following: Let R be a finite dimensional algebra over a field K and let 0 −→ R −→ I0 −→
I1 −→ I2 −→ · · · be a minimal injective resolution of R as a left R-module. If all the Ii are
projective, then R is self-injective. Later Auslander and Reiten in [4] proposed a generalized
version of this conjecture which is called Generalized Nakayama Conjecture or for simplicity
GNC. This conjecture says that each indecomposable injective module is a summand of some
terms in a minimal injective resolution of an artin algebra. In the following corollary we show
that If GNC is true for R, then GNC is true for RQ, where Q is a finite and acyclic quiver.
Corollary 3.9. Let Q be a finite and acyclic quiver. If GNC is true for R, then GNC is true
for RQ.
Proof. Without loss of generality we can assume that Q is a connected quiver. Let 0 −→
R −→ I0 −→ I1 −→ I2 −→ · · · be a minimal injective resolution of R. By assumption,
every indecomposable injective module appears as a summand of some In. Note that every
indecomposable injective RQ-module is of the form evρ(I), where v is a vertex of Q and I is
an indecomposable injective R-module. By Theorem 3.5, we know that for every v ∈ V and
i ≥ 0, evρ(I
i) appears in the minimal injective resolution of RQ as a summand of some terms.
If v ∈ V0, then evρ(I
i) is a direct summand of Jv,i for every i ≥ 0. If v ∈ V \ V0, then there is
a vertex w ∈ Vs(v). A trivial verification shows that e
v
ρ(I
i) is a direct summand of Jw,i+1 for
every i ≥ 0. 
4. Auslander-Gorenstein Property of Path Algebras
It was proved by Iwanaga and Wakamatsu in [20, Theorem 8] that a left and right Artinian
ring R is a k-Gorenstein ring if and only if so is the lower triangular matrix ring Tn(R) of degree
n over R. Observe that this is a generalization of [16, Theorem 3.10], where the case n = 2 was
established. In this section, we study the k-Gorensteiness of RQ, where Q is a finite, connected
and acyclic quiver. We know that when Q is a linear quiver
−→
An, the algebra RQ is isomorphic
to the lower triangular matrix ring of degree n over R.
Lemma 4.1. Let Q =
−→
An and R be a k-Gorenstein ring for some positive integer k. Then RQ
is a k-Gorenstein ring.
Proof. Let 0 −→ R −→ I0 −→ I1 −→ I2 −→ · · · be a minimal injective resolution of R such
that fd(Ii) ≤ i for every 0 ≤ i ≤ k − 1. Consider 0 −→ RQ −→ J0 −→ J1 −→ J2 −→ · · ·
as a minimal injective resolution of RQ. On the other hand, by Example 3.6, we know that
J i = (
⊕
n e
n
ρ (I
i))
⊕
(e1ρ(I
i−1)
⊕
· · ·
⊕
en−1ρ (I
i−1)) for every i ≥ 0, where I−1 = 0. Note that
fd(enρ (I
i)) = fd(Ii) ≤ i. Also for every 1 ≤ j ≤ n−1, fd(ejρ(I
i−1)) ≤ fd(Ii−1)+1 ≤ (i−1)+1 = i.
Therefore, the path algebra RQ is a k-Gorenstein ring. 
Lemma 4.2. Let Q be a finite, connected and acyclic quiver with n vertices. If the path algebra
RQ is a k-Gorenstein ring, then Q is the linear quiver
−→
An and R is k-Gorenstein.
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Proof. We first show that Q is a linear quiver
−→
An. To this end, suppose to the contrary that
Q 6=
−→
An. Thus, there is a vertex v in Q such that |Et(v)| > 1 or |Es(v)| > 1; i.e., there exist more
than one arrows ending at v or begining at v. In the case |Et(v)| > 1, assume that α1, · · · , αm
are all the arrows with terminal vertex v, where m is an integer more than 1. Also suppose that
s(αi) = vi for every i = 1, ...,m. Since Q is a connected and acyclic quiver, there is a sink vertex
w ∈ V0 such that Q(v, w) 6= ∅. Thus we can consider the following diagram as a part of quiver
Q.
v1
α1
❃
❃❃
❃❃
❃❃
❃
... v // · · · // w
vm
αm
@@         
We know that for a vertex x, ewλ (R)x =
⊕
Q(w,x)R is R if x = w and is zero otherwise. Also,
for every module I, exρ(I)w =
∏
Q(w,x) I is I if x = w and is zero otherwise. Thus, e
w
ρ (I
0) is
a direct summand of E(ewλ (R)), where I
0 = E(R). See also Theorem 3.5. Clearly, the natural
morphism
⊕
1≤i≤m(
∏
Q(vi,w)
I0) −→
∏
Q(v,w) I
0 is not injective. Therefore, by [13, Proposition
3.4], ewρ (I
0) is not flat. Hence, E(ewλ (R)) is not flat. From this we can conclude that RQ is not
k-Gorenstein, a contradiction.
Now consider the case where |Es(v)| > 1. In view of the above argument, we may assume
that |Et(w)| ≤ 1 for every vertex w; i.e., for every vertex w in Q there is at most one arrow with
terminal vertex w. We show that in this case, exρ(I) is not flat, for every non-zero R-module I
and every x ∈ V . This contradicts the fact that RQ is k-Gorenstein. In this case, assume that
α1, · · · , αm are all the arrows with initial vertex v, where m is an integer more than 1. Also,
suppose that s(αi) = vi for every i = 1, ...,m. Thus, we can consider the following diagram as a
part of quiver Q
v1
v
α1
@@        
αm
❃
❃❃
❃❃
❃❃
❃❃
...
vm
We need to consider the following two cases:
(i) Let Q(v, x) 6= ∅. Since for every vertex w in Q there is at most one arrow with terminal
vertex w, we can conclude that |Q(v, x)| = 1. Hence, we can assume that Q(v, x) = {p} for
some path p with initial vertex v and terminal vertex x. Therefore, there is an integer i such
that 1 ≤ i ≤ m and αi is a part of the path p. Thus, for every j 6= i there is no path from
vj to x. Clearly the natural morphism
⊕
t(α)=vj
exρ(I)s(α) −→ e
x
ρ(I)vj is not injective, because
exρ(I)vj = 0 and e
x
ρ(I)v = I 6= 0. Therefore e
x
ρ(I) is not flat.
(ii) Let Q(v, x) = ∅. In this case the proof falls naturally into two parts:
(1) Let Q(x, v) 6= ∅. Hence, we can assume that Q(x, v) = {p} for some path p beginning at
vertex x and ending at vertex v. If the arrow β is a part of the path p with initial vertex x, then
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we see that the natural morphism
⊕
t(α)=t(β) e
x
ρ(I)s(α) −→ e
x
ρ(I)t(β) is not injective, because
exρ(I)t(β) = 0 and e
x
ρ(I)x = I 6= 0.
(2) Let Q(x, v) = ∅. Since Q is connected, Q(v, x) = ∅ and Q(x, v) = ∅, there is a vertex
w such that Q(w, v) 6= ∅ and Q(w, x) 6= ∅. We can assume that Q(w, v) = {p} for some path
p with initial vertex w and terminal vertex v. If the arrow β is a part of the path p such that
Q(s(β), x) 6= ∅ and Q(t(β), x) = ∅, the natural morphism
⊕
t(α)=t(β) e
x
ρ(I)s(α) −→ e
x
ρ(I)t(β) is
not injective, because exρ(I)t(β) = 0 and e
x
ρ(I)s(β) = I 6= 0.
Now the proof is completed by showing that R is a k-Gorenstein ring. By the above, we know
that Q =
−→
An. Let 0 −→ R −→ I0 −→ I1 −→ I2 −→ · · · be the minimal injective resolution
of R. Then 0 −→ e1λ(R) −→ e
n
ρ(I
0) −→ enρ (I
1) −→ enρ (I
2) −→ · · · is the minimal injective
resolution of e1λ(R). Since RQ is a k-Gorenstein ring, we conclude that fd(I
i) ≤ fd(enρ (I
i)) ≤ i
for every 0 ≤ i ≤ k − 1, and the proof is complete. 
We summarize the above results in the following theorem.
Theorem 4.3. Let Q be a finite, connected and acyclic quiver with n vertices. Then the path
algebra RQ is a k-Gorenstein ring if and only if Q =
−→
An and R is a k-Gorenstein ring.
Let M be an R-module. M is said to have the dominant dimension at least n ∈ N, written
dom.dim M ≥ n, if there exists a minimal injective resolution 0 −→M −→ I0 −→ I1 −→ I2 −→
· · · of M such that all the modules Ij with 0 ≤ j ≤ n−1 are projective-injective. If the injective
envelope I0 of M is not projective, we set dom.dim M = 0. In the case dom.dim M ≥ n and
dom.dim M  n + 1, we say dom.dim M = n. If no such n exists, we write dom.dim M = ∞ .
Using our techniques, we can prove the following theorem as a generalization of Theorem 3.6 of
[1].
Theorem 4.4. Let Q be a finite, connected and acyclic quiver with n > 1 vertices. Then
dom.dim RQ =


1 if Q =
−→
An and dom.dim R 6= 0,
0 otherwise.
Proof. Let 0 −→ R −→ I0 −→ I1 −→ I2 −→ · · · be a minimal injective resolution of R such
that fd(Ii) ≤ i for every 0 ≤ i ≤ k − 1. Consider 0 −→ RQ −→ J0 −→ J1 −→ J2 −→ · · ·
as a minimal injective resolution of RQ. We consider the following two cases: (i) Q 6=
−→
An. By
Lemma 4.2, J0 is not projective and hence dom.dim RQ = 0. (ii) Q =
−→
An. By Example 3.6, we
know that J i = (
⊕
n e
n
ρ (I
i))
⊕
(e1ρ(I
i−1)
⊕
· · ·
⊕
en−1ρ (I
i−1)) for every i ≥ 0, where I−1 = 0. If
dom.dim R = 0, then J0 is not projective and hence dom.dim RQ = 0. But if dom.dim RQ 6= 0,
then J0 is projective. Hence, dom.dim RQ ≥ 1. On the other hand, J1 is not projective. Thus,
dom.dim RQ  1. Therefore dom.dim RQ = 1. 
Observe that one of the advantage of working in the the category of representations, with
value in the category of R-modules when R is an arbitrary ring (not only field) is to study the
category of representations of a quiver Q with relations over a field. The following example is
devoted to this and shows the power of Theorem 4.3.
Let us first recall briefly the notion of quivers with relations. Let Q be an arbitrary quiver.
A relation in Q with coefficients in R is an R-linear combination of paths of length at least two
having the same source and target. A relation usually is denoted by ρ =
∑m
i=1 riγi, where ri ∈ R
and γi are paths of Q of length at least 2 having a common source and a common target.
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If I is a set of relations for a quiver Q such that the ideal it generates 〈I〉 contains all paths
of length at least m for some positive integer m ≥ 2, then 〈I〉 is called admissible.
Let I be a set of relations such that the ideal 〈I〉 is an admissible ideal. Then Rep(QI , R)
denotes the full subcategory of Rep(Q, R) consisting of the representations of Q bound by 〈I〉;
i.e., all representations M such that Mρ =
∑m
i=1 riMγi = 0, for every relation ρ =
∑m
i=1 riγi in
I. Also, Rep(QI , R) is equivalent to RQ/〈I〉-Mod.
Example 4.5. (i) Let K be a field and Q be the quiver
·
α
 β
// ·
γ

Set I = {α2, γ2, βα − γβ}. Then the category Rep(QI ,K) is equivalent to the category
Rep(Q′, R), where Q′ is the quiver
· // ·
and R = K[x]/(x2). Now, by our results, it is easily seen that RQ′ is an Auslander ring and
dom.dim RQ′ = 1.
(ii) As another example, assume that R is the K-algebra given by the quiver
·
λ3

β
// ·
λ1

·
α
oo
λ2

with relations λ1
2, λ2
2, λ3
2, αλ2 − λ1α, βλ3 − λ1β. Then the category Rep(QI ,K) is equivalent
to the category Rep(Q′, R′), where Q′ is a quiver · −→ · ←− · and R′ = K[x]/(x2). Now, by
our results, it is easily seen that R′Q′ is not 1-Gorenstein and dom.dim R′Q′ = 0. Also one can
easily get a minimal injective resolution for R′Q′.
4.1. Auslander-Gorenstein Property of Tensor Product of Path Algebras. This sub-
section is devoted to tensor product of path algebras. For quivers Q and Q′ we define the tensor
product quiver Q ⊗ Q′ by (Q ⊗ Q′)0 = Q0 × Q′0 and (Q ⊗ Q
′)1 = (Q0 × Q′1) ∪ (Q1 × Q
′
0),
where the maps t, s : (Q ⊗ Q′)1 −→ (Q ⊗ Q′)0 are defined by t(α, b) = (t(α), b), t(a, β) =
(a, t(β)), s(α, b) = (s(α), b), and s(a, β) = (a, s(β)) for all a ∈ Q0, b ∈ Q′0, α ∈ Q1, and
β ∈ Q′1.
Now let K be a field and I (resp. I ′) be a set of relations in Q (resp. Q′). It is proved in
[22, Lemma 1.3] that there is a K-algebra isomorphism KQ/I ⊗K KQ′/I ′ ∼= K(Q⊗Q′)/II ′,
where I = 〈I〉, I ′ = 〈I ′〉, and II ′ is an ideal of K(Q⊗Q′) generated by the set II ′ consisting
of (Q0× I
′)∪ (I×Q′0) and all differences (α,w
′) ◦ (v, β)− (w, β) ◦ (α, v′) in which α : v → w and
β : v′ → w′ are arrows in Q1 and Q′1, respectively. Hence, there is an K-algebra isomorphism
K(Q⊗Q′)/II ′ ∼= K(Q′ ⊗Q)/I ′I.
By the above discussion we are able to prove a useful technical result.
Theorem 4.1.1. There exist the following equivalences of categories
Rep(Q⊗Q′II′ ,K) ≃ Rep(QI ,KQ
′/I ′)
≃ Rep(Q′I′ ,KQ/I).
Proof. We prove the first equivalence, the second one follows in view of the remark above.
To this end, we define two functors F : Rep(Q ⊗ Q′II′ ,K) −→ Rep(QI ,KQ
′/I ′) and G :
Rep(QI ,KQ
′/I ′) −→ Rep(Q ⊗ Q′II′ ,K) that are quasi-inverse. First let us interpret the
tensor product quiver Q⊗Q′ with a set of relations II ′. Replace each vertex of Q by a copy
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of quiver Q′. Then, for the set of arrows, add arrows corresponding to the set (Q1 × Q′0). In
addition, the set of relations II ′ consists of the set of relations I, I ′ and the commutativity
relations that induced from addition arrows corresponding to (Q1 ×Q′0).
Now, the functor F : Rep(Q⊗Q′
II′
,K) −→ Rep(QI ,KQ′/I ′) is defined as follows. Given a
representation M ∈ Rep(Q⊗Q′II′ ,K), F (M)v is a representation corresponding to a copy of
quiver Q′ in a vertex v. Moreover, for every arrow α : v −→ w of Q, F (α) : F (M)v −→ F (M)w
is a morphism corresponding to the set (Q1 ×Q′0). Note that the commutativity relations that
is introduced above, implies that F (α) is a morphism of KQ′/I ′-modules. Indeed, for every
arrow we have a natural transformation between bound quiver representations of Q′ by vector
spaces. The same method as above can be applied to define a functor G : Rep(QI ,KQ′/I ′) −→
Rep(Q⊗Q′II′ ,K) that will be a quasi-inverse of F . 
Let A = KQ and B = KQ′ be path algebras with respect to finite, connected and acyclic
quivers Q and Q′, where K is a field. By Theorem 4.1.1 and [22, Lemma 1.3], we can easily
see that A ⊗K B ∼= (KQ)[Q′]. Thus one can compute easily minimal injective resolution of the
tensor product of path algebras A ⊗K B. Moreover, by Theorem 4.3, we have the following
corollary.
Corollary 4.1.2. Let k be a positive integer and A = KQ and B = KQ′ be path algebras of
finite, connected and acyclic quivers Q and Q′, where K is a field. Then A⊗KB is k-Gorenstein
if and only if Q and Q′ are linear quivers.
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